The connection between text and image was an invariable feature of the medieval cultural model. Although, in its time, medieval Sofia was never portrayed in visual images, if we undertake what M. Stančeva has figuratively called “a search for the vanished image”\(^1\), we might discover a reliable way for reconstructing images on the basis of the verbal material contained in Slavic manuscripts. In addition to the architectural legacy and various types of literary documents (travel literature by foreigners, Ottoman-Turkish registers, chronicles), this city is present in various ways in Slavic manuscripts as well – ways ranging from brief mention of the city’s toponyms to comprehensive description. These textual sources are ample enough, and they not only enable us to reconstruct the image of Sofia on the basis of the linguistic means by which it was designated, but also permit drawing more general conclusions about the city’s place in the broad picture of the world as a semiotic model for acquiring knowledge about the daily life, spiritual culture and ethnic consciousness of Bulgarians during the period of Ottoman rule. This chronological cross-section was not selected accidentally. The time in question was a transitional period both as regards the processes of renaming the city of Sofia, and as concerns the creation of a new type of cultural situation in which the political-ideological emphasis on the medieval city (especially a capital city) as a fortress, a throne city, the embodiment of the royal institution, had changed due to objective causes. Moreover, after the fall of Constantinople under Ottoman rule in 1453, the Byzantine prototype itself was destroyed, i.e., the spiritual image of the mother-city and center of the Orthodox world. An interesting question is to what extent a new, different value model of the city was created in the Bulgarian cultural area and how the tradition was reproduced in that model.

According to the collected information, the name Sofia was documented as early as in 14\(^{th}\) century written sources. Those are a Latin document from Dubrovnik and two Slavonic documents. The first of them, a Tetraevangelium with marginal note from 1329, was lost after the fire in the National Library in Belgrade during

---

\(^1\) М. Станчева, София в отдавна минало време, София 1999, p. 20.
the Second World War. The second, however, was published several times. This is the so called Vitoša chart of tsar John Šišman, a chrysobull for Dragalevtsi monastery “St. Theotokos of Vitoša”, undated precisely, but probably issued between 1378–1385. This document of the Bulgarian royal chancellery testifies the twofold use: in the typical formula въ градѣ црⷭва ми Софии; in the expression that raises various interpretations – то ни да иматъ шкасти стъл София на лъвъп пръкунестѣ къмоматеръ. Most probably, the second example refers to the church “St. Sofia”, metonymically designing the metropolis of Sredets, which, viewed in the context, had not rights over the monastery property. Besides neither the church authorities, nor the civil power of Sofia town had. The later was presented by the mentioned title in the Chart кефалие срѣдешъское, from Greek κεφαλώτης, that is to say the regional governor. To conclude, in the 14th century, the renaming of Sardikia, Serdika–Sredets to Sofia was in progress, as for a long period of time the three denominations coexisted.

Similar onymic references can be found in the five original Bulgarian works, dedicated to the neo martyrdom against Islam, which constituted the survived legacy of the Sofia literary school from the 16th century. These are two Vita: of Saint George the New Martyr of Sofia by priest Peyo and the Vita of Saint Nicholas the New Martyr of Sofia by the great lampadarius (the person who carried candles in Church processions) of the Church “St. Sofia”, Matthew the Grammari-an; two services for the same new martyrs. While the Service for St. George the New Martyr presumably came from the same author, the attribution of this for St. Nicholas the New Martyr was proved and ascribed to another hymnographer from Sofia, monk Andrew. The fifth work is an anonymous Eulogy for all Sofia

3 Д. Богданов, Житие Георгия Кратоваца (Житие Георгия Нового), ЗИК 10, Београд 1976, р. 203–267.
It is to point out that the works, dedicated to St. Nicholas the New Martyr, as well as the Eulogy are preserved with only one copy each, in one and the same manuscript from 1564. The manuscript itself is kept under № 1521 in the repository of the Church Historical and Archive Institute by the St. Synod of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church in Sofia (onward CHAI 1160). In all these original works, the sacred place of the martyrdom was depicted by concrete verbal marks. If one summarizes the nominative facts about the name of the city from the quoted sources, the following picture is to be viewed:

In the Vita of St. Nicholas the New Martyr while still in the title: въ славномъ градѣ сардакїицѣ, г³їсѧ срѣдцѣ; in the text срѣдъскꙿе страни; срѣдѣ; прѣдрѣденныѧ срѣди; въ сардакїи г³їсѧ срѣди; гра Софїа иже и сардикїиски и срѣдѫскꙿи именѹеми дꙿ; въ срѣдꙿцѣ прѢрѢденныѧ градѣ; срѣдѫскꙿемоꙿ слѫкуломоꙿ градꙿ, and other.

In the Eulogy for the Sofia martyrs: in the title иже въ градѣ сардакїискѡ; въ славномъ градѣ сардакїискѡ; въ срѣдъскѡ именѹеми дꙿ; въ сардакїи глѧмѣи Софіа; in the text градѣ Софїа.

In the Vita of St. George the New Martyr: въ сардакїистѣмь градѣ; въ срѣдъскѣ градь нарицаеми Софїа.

In the Service for St. George the New Martyr: въ Сардакы; Сардакыскꙿи людей, градѣ Софїе, кꙿ градꙋ Сардакыскомꙋ; кꙿ СрѢдѢскомꙋ пришьль всѧ градꙋ; въ Сардакїистѣ градѣ.

In the Service for St. Nicholas the New Martyr by monk Andrew: гра Софїа; гра Софїю.

The first conclusion confirmed in this study is that, during the period in question, the triple designation of the city was in effect, which reflected three stages in its diachronic onymy: its Thracian name Serdika (Sardica during the Roman period), the Slavic name Sredets (Triaditsa), and the new name Sofia. Moreover, there is no doubt that the compilers of original written works felt “Sofia” was the contemporary name for them. There were two important proves for that. The first was the glossing and the double or the triple denomination (as in Matthew Grammarians work), more often introduced by participles of the verbs глаголати, имѧ новати. Once Matthew the Grammarian use the expressive adverb “today”, дѣньскѧ – гра Софїа иже и сардикїиски и срѢдѫскꙿи именѹеми дꙿ, in order to outline the equal status of the three denominations and their synchronic existence. The second conclusion regards the connotative content of the name Sardakia (Sardikia),

7 М. РАЙКОВА, Похвална беседа за софийските мъченици – издание на текста и изследване, Pbg 34.1, 2010, p. 61–94.
the function of which was to express two things: on one hand, this name encoded some important historical messages from the settlement’s distant past; on the other hand, it marked genre-related purposes in hagiographic works and especially in hymnography. In the second case, as concerns the original services, some scholars presumed the influence of other hymnographic works, from which the Sofia man of letters borrowed models. This was the cycle for Saint John of Rila to have been pointed as example. However, the use of Sofia without synonyms in the Service for St. Nicholas the New Martyr by monk Andrew contradicted to this presumption. The different type of naming reflected the different approach and the personal preferences of the authors. It may justifiably be assumed that, in the linguistic thinking of clerical circles, the triple designation system applied to Sofia was the result of their awareness of the connection with the historical tradition and the stress they placed on the present day of the city, which had acquired an even greater sacred status thanks to a contemporaneous 16th century phenomenon – the new martyrdom. The topic of new martyrdom in the copyist works in the region of Sofia reproduced one of the most important ideological themes of Orthodoxy, that of holiness. The Christian communities had a real need for this in relation to their contact with Islam. This predominant idea was developed both in original Slavic manuscripts and in translated works. Through the new martyrdom, a typical phenomenon for the 16th century in the Balkans under Ottoman rule, Divine grace was bestowed on Sofia, which transformed the city into a smaller model of the Heavenly Jerusalem, the God-chosen site and God’s home, whose celestial inhabitants and patrons, the saints, fueled Orthodox believers with spiritual energy. The new martyrs, whether natives of the city or people who had perished there, imbibed some of the historical holiness of a place that had been sacred since the dawn of the Christian era; by their courageous death, they added even more holiness to that place. It was not hazardous that in the Service for St. Nicholas the New Martyr one can read the following exclamation: ράςινέ σε ὃ ἒι γρα Σοφία και χαραγμή σε. Εἰλικρινὴ μια τω σεληνική σε λιθίνη κρατή. Among the canonic works from Sofia, dedicated to the neo martyrdom, one can not neglect another written (somewhat ignored) source about the sacralization of the Late Medieval city’s history. This is the Greek Life of George the Oldest from Sofia, who was born in Sofia town, but martyred by the Muslims in Adrianopolis in 1437. In the unique 16th century copy of this work, the native place of the hagiographic hero was named ἐκ τῆς Σοφίας πόλις οὕτω λεγομένης. Despite the possibility the later copy to have been influenced by vive linguistic processes, one can supposes that the name Sofia increased its civil legitimating for the whole Orthodox community in the Ottoman Empire because of its holy and recognizable connection with the spiritual pillow, the namesake Church. I allow myself to express, as a matter of principle, 

9 С. Кожухаров, Химнографска интерпретация..., р. 267.
10 А. Михайлов, Един неизвестен софийски мъченик, СЛ 1, 1971, р. 403–411.
an agreement with the plausibly looking statement of G. Todorov, who claimed that for an unknown period Sofia town might be named Saint Sofia, but it seems impossible to me to prove it on the base of the existing sources. As a final result, the toponym Sofia strengthened position to discriminate the town and the church for practical purposes, as well as probably under the influence of the Ottoman chancellery’s practice. However, the “Great Wisdom of God” did not vanish skipping the epithet “Saint”, but it found its expression in both the way the City was perceived, and its descriptions.

In a study of this kind, we cannot overlook a fundamental 16th century source – the Life of the Saint New Martyr Nicholas of Sofia, who suffered for the Christian faith on May 17, 1555, in the very town. It was written by Deacon Matthew the Grammarian, also lampadarius of the Святы крайни и веланък цркви Сарда̀кистъ. Among the poor documentation of his life and activity, we dispose with another testimony in the Gospel from 1562 decorated by the famous iconographer John (Joan) from Kratovo. From the scribal note to the manuscript, it became clear that Matthew the Grammarian ordered its making. As a sign of respect, he was called Great lampadarius of Святы и веланъкъ цркви Софии Сарда̀кистъ. Besides the name of the Church, the note is valuable as a proof that in 1562, it has not been transformed in Siavuš mosque yet. Matthew the Grammarian was a notorious person, close or belonging to the clerical milieu, contemporary eyewitness of the process of naming, renaming and rationalization of the Sofia historical past. As the genre scheme required, he borrowed some traditional hagiographic models and subjected them to the overall town’s description. But at the same time, Deacon Matthew left an unprecedented to scope, exhaustiveness and content description of Sofia in the third quarter of the 16th century.

The Life of St. Nicholas New of Sofia gives the following points of analysis. To begin with, the first conclusion drown concerns the existence of individual authors’ peculiarities despite the common scope of nomination. For instance, Matthew the Grammarian used with greatest frequency the name Sredets. Moreover, the Slavonic name was presumably his personal choice in order to foster the ethnic identity and to shape the homeland space. That is way he left an explanation of the name Sredets in the course of the popular etymology: ότι είναι περί της κατοικίας.

---

13 See also: Ю. ИВАНОВ, Български старици из Македония. Фотопитно издание, ed. Б. Ангелов, Д. Ангелов, София 1970, p. 155; Писахме да се знае. Приписки и летописи, ed. et comm. В. НАЧЕВ и Н. ФЕРМАНДЖИЕВ, София 1984, р. 62.
In his description, the name Sardikia applied to key events of the Christian being of this centuries-old town. Sofia acquired its Christian identification in/through basic historical facts and some important legendary piece of information. In the tradition of Bulgarian historical research, the description of Sofia has long been pointed out as, indisputably, a particular feature of the Life. But until now, the stress has primarily been placed on the following artistic devices: idealization of the city, hyperbole, the author’s patriotic motivation and the veracity of the hagiographic narrative, which is viewed as an element of the democratization trend in the descriptive prospective of the Sofia literary school in general. Matthew the Grammarian’s description of Sofia, however, can be interpreted in the context of hierotopy and the creation of a sacred space. In the 16th century, Sofia was an Ottoman city; consequently, the translation (translatio) of holiness as a founding concept in the medieval spiritual paradigm turned in this case into a copying of the model of holiness. Martyrdom was so essential to the Christian value system that each new example was subsumed under the model, set by the first early Christian martyrs, who had affirmed the same values under different conditions, thereby setting an example worthy of emulation. The early Christian model of martyrdom had a connotation that made it particularly appropriate to be emulated in the struggle against pagans and people of other faiths (heretics). Matthew the Grammarian consciously strove to integrate his new work into the traditions of martyrology, for his writing appeared amidst a new socio-cultural environment, under conditions of intense religious confrontation; and he was free of the mandatory norms stemming from specific textual categories. He

chose the model of projecting saintliness and forming a sacred space by taking these from history and situating them in the contemporaneous 16th century, and from an outward geographic location to an internal sphere of spiritual content.

The City was a dominant mark to organize the holy space. The description distinguished by its double structure: a use of images and symbols taken from the Biblical semantic code, from one hand, and some kind of historical authenticity, from another. The very terms of geographic space varied from земя, страна, пръкалъкъ to градъ, in purpose of giving the most comprehensive view of the holy space the center of which was taken by the City. In the beginning of his description the author placed the Sredets land on a broad historical and geographic background not only in македонїи, as in the literature of the period this large area of the Balkans was named, but by using the denomination “Europe” (европїи) – even on the very continent, on the crossroad of the ancient Roman routes Via diagonalis and Via militaris, that connected Central Europe with Constantinople,

14 П. Сырку, op. cit., p. 37.
and Danube with Thessalonica. Sofia town had a reputation for its natural beauties, mountains, cold springs and healing thermal waters. Its external beauty was so irrefutable that outrivaled many other places in Arabia, Palestine, the Roman province Illyricum, Egypt, Italian lands. It is interesting to stress that it is namely in the geographic localization and the comparisons with others faraway places the author leaned on already existing texts, borrowing literally a passage from the Life of king Stephen of Dečani, compiled by Gregory Tsamblak. But once again, the geographic landmarks were merely external projections of the internal continuum of the Orthodox holiness from far times. Thus, aware of how much Sofia exceeded “not with wideness and great building”, but with piety, the author went further fostering some chronological reference points from the early-Christian history of faith and its greatest defenders which left traces in one-time Sardikia, as well as another crucial examples of the Christian being of the city. Respecting the chronological succession, Matthew the Grammarian offered to his readers one sacralized history of Sofia, making references to such historical personalities or realia, which incarnated the very notion of Christian sanctity:

– The convocation of the Church Council of Sardika in 343, which confirmed the Nicean Symbol of Faith and released 20 rules of the Saint Ecumenical Christian Church. It has been attended by distinguished Christian thinkers and ecclesiastical figures, among which St. Athanasius the Great, Bishop of Alexandria. The historical frame of this event imposed the milestone personality of Constantine the Great (306–337) to be mentioned. His figure was an image-symbol of the beginning of the new Christian era in the history of the humankind; he was glorified as the first Christian ruler, rex and pater Europae. Since then, the Byzantine cosmopolitanism gave rise to the idea of the Constantinople’s supremacy as Center and Core of the Christian world.

– The martyrdom from the past and the present of Sofia was also connected with the sacred history of the town. While Matthew the Grammarian reproduced the legend about the early-Christian martyr St. Therapont of Sardakia, suffered in Phrygia about 250–260, which connected him with 16th century Sofia as place of his martyrdom, the reminding of Sredets as holy place for the hermit Saint John of Rila, together with the exploits of George New of Sofia and George the Newest of Sofia, had real historical localization. The basic idea was to foster the vision of how the ever burning holiness was always present from the early Christian times to those of the contemporary 16th century Sofia martyrs. Undoubtedly, this part of Matthew the Grammarian’s description acquired a supplemental historical

value, because of the fact it gave the most detailed information about George the Newest, another sufferer from Sofia, for whom neither self-dependent images, or texts had been discovered insofar\(^\text{17}\). The 26\(^{\text{th}}\) of May was the date of his death, but the year still remains unfixed. A lot of details leaded to the conclusion that the author of St. Nicholas of Sofia’s Vita was also an witness of his martyrdom, and transmitted first-hand data about what happened. That placed the consecutive Sofia exploit of Christian faith before 1555.

– Two projections of sanctity drew attention further in succession of the hagiographic narrative: the multiple churches in Sofia, and the network of monasteries in the surroundings which won the privilege to be called Little Holy Mountain of Sofia. After the Athonite model\(^\text{18}\), the monastic agglomeration around Sofia reproduced the holy space as an isle of Orthodoxy in a foreign religion environment. Usually in researches, this passage from the Life of St. Nicholas the New was quitted to adduce arguments in favor of the mentioned techniques of hyperbole and idealization, mostly because Matthew the Grammarian spoke about “the every day rising and imposing of holy churches in town and all around”\(^\text{19}\). However, it contained something more important and, to some extent, symbolic. This was the allusion to the Great Saint Apostolic Church of God shining amidst town. Did the compiler refer to a concrete church? According to the given description, the church in question sheltered the wonder-making relics of Serbian king Stephen Uroš II Milutin (about 1253–1321), the knowledge about involved the Sardiki-an metropolitan Siluant who transferred them from Trepča in Sofia in 1459. The same church kept also “the honest relics of the above-mentioned martyrs”\(^\text{20}\). It was called “dressed bride of Christ” and a breeder with “the milk of Spirit”; it beatified with the Divine light of the righteous man of clergy – bishops, priests, deacons, lectors, domestics, and with uninterrupted liturgy\(^\text{21}\). From one hand, the Great lampadarius might have depicted the church “Saint Sofia” he was devoted to. As it was stressed, the original Lives of Sofia martyrs George the New and Nicholas the New contained real loci of the contemporary topography of the city. In the Vita of Saint George the New of Sofia, two churches took place in the narrative, namely “St. Sofia” and “St. Marina”\(^\text{22}\); in the second Vita of St. Nicholas the New of Sofia,


\(^{19}\) Стара българска литература, p. 320.

\(^{20}\) The Church “Св. Неделя”, where today the saint relics of king Milutin are kept, existed all 16\(^{\text{th}}\) century long, but the relics of St. Nicholas the New were first of all put in the church ”St. Archangel Michael”.

\(^{21}\) Стара българска литература, p. 320.

\(^{22}\) А. Буклиева, op. cit., p. 177.
the church of “Ascension of Our Lord to Heaven” was mentioned\textsuperscript{23}. However, we are allowed to ask ourselves whether this description was not a general symbolic picture of the Church of Christ with its most important characteristics according to the Symbol of the Faith. Among them should be placed the spiritual pillow of the city and its Orthodox community, by the help of what the spatial continuum of Sofia's Orthodox holiness realized its grounds once again. In case this subsequent bipolar image-symbol looks plausible, it is to conclude that, in specific way, the design of the sanctity in the Life of St. Nicholas the New represented an echo of the established Byzantine Orthodox concept of the Church-City, as it was depicted in the iconography\textsuperscript{24}. For a town whose name derived upon the concept of the Sofia as the Great Wisdom of God, a similar perception was of especial significance. This supposition seems not deprived of logical grounds, taking into account the fact that the passage relied upon three quotations from the Psalter and two from the Canticle of Canticles, reproduced literally or in paraphrases. They all praised “the God's courts, abodes, the Holy Church of God” (Ps 44, 15, Cant 4, 1; 7, 7; 2, 5; Ps 15, 3; 83, 1–2). They also matched with the obligatory co-going Biblical topos of light. It seems to me that, from the prospective of the so called hierotopy approach, this passage deserves a special attention, so that I cite it in original shape:

\begin{verbatim}
... 

\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{23} Стара българска литература, р. 273.
The holiness as basic concept of the Christian thinking realized itself by other Biblical topoi. The hagiographic scheme often shadowed this second, symbolic stratus of the description, which seemed so natural that often does not need any further analysis. However, I would like to outline only three of the most important key concepts. First one is this of the Divine Grace, to be detected in the special narrative stress upon the concentration of churches in town and of monasteries around. The concept of Good and Grace is a basic characteristic of the God’s energy and power, and of its life-saving influence over the human kind. It is understandable way, for instance, the massive amount of composite words in the Old Slavonic literature gathered resources from the semantic specter of unities with first component благ-. I mention the composites because they were not merely signs of the cultivated literary norms and discursive stylistic peculiarity of the high Medieval genres, but linguistic markers to reproduce the Biblical ideological and thematic paradigm (see the composites in the original works from Sofia literary school, as благовъръние, благовъръніство, благовъръчіе, благоусердие, благоусърдие, благоусърдство, благоусърдіе, благоукръщаніе, благоукръстіе, благоукръстіе and others, as well as the rare word благомастіе which entrusted the martyrs’ blood – a symbol of the exploit in the name of Christ, with the essence of supreme substance, outranking all fragrances in the world)25. In spite of being calques or semi-calques upon well known Greek models, or bringing to life as simplex of two words, the lexemes of the given group contributed to a special textual core of holiness to be shaped. The Divine Grace was an emanation of the spiritual content which bound in a compulsory entity the sacred place and the sacred man. Вѣрна благодѣть was the common verbalized expression in the cultural vocabulary of the scribes and compilers from Sofia Literary School, with particular frequency in hymnography. In the prolegomena of the St. George the New’s Life, priest Peyo registered different human qualities from humbleness and mildness to humiliation which incarnated the projections of the God’s energy upon the human kind, and made possible the transformation of man into God’s creation. In the same work, the Divine Grace found other symbolic incarnations, as the white cloud over the martyr’s stake, or the dew fallen from the skies26. In the Matthew the Grammarian’s work, the Divine Grace upon Sofia town was as out of time and continuous, as well as reproduced here and now thanks to the “flourishing piety of the city”: и да съкра̀щенꙿне рекѹ, по вьсⷣѹ. ць́втѡе Ꙁри́т се благоусърдїе на въса̀кь днь прѣ̀вьсходѣще27. The author called the Grace “New-Testimonial” in order to follow the tradition and to rise up the New Testament’s knowledge of God over that of the

25 М. Райкова, op. cit., р. 80; М. Циранска-Костова, Композитите като маркери за святост в “Похвална бесѣда за софийските мъченици“ от XVI в., SMer (in press).
26 Д. Богдановић, op. cit., p. 231; Стара българска литература, р. 306.
27 П. Сырку, op. cit., p. 44.
Old Testament, and to liken the new martyrs to the hypostases of Christ, binding together the apostolic and the martyr’s nature. The second basic concept was the mentioned Upper Jerusalem not in the very description of the town, but as a final stop in the road of the hagiographic hero. Despite the lack of this topos, formally speaking, and its replacement with the “stencil” medieval expression царство небесное, the allusion with the celestial home was present in all literary works from Sofia, to compare the especially important quotation from the Gospel of Matthew 5, 14–15 in the St. George of Sofia’s Life: понеже не взыщоже градь скрыти се врху горы стьбе, ниже святилиникъ подь сподомъ полагает се, ны на святилиникъ взыща се, да вьходящи свѣть видѣть. In the Life of St. Nicholas the New, the reproduction of the Orthodox ideologem of sanctity leaned on the presentation of the martyrs’ town as a small model of the God’s kingdom, of the God chosen place and God’s home, in terms of confirming the Divine predestination in the hero’s road, who, leaded by the Divine providence and the Angel guardian, came into from elsewhere place to absorb from Sofia’s holiness and, by means of his sufferance, to impart more sanctity to. According to the hagiographic schema, the birthplace of the future martyr is, by definition, holy and pious. Hence, the author calls Yanina, the native city of St. Nicolas of Sofia, “gradina” (a garden). But Sofia is the place raised to a higher rank in Matthew’s work, and compared by him to the “Covenant land”, richly watered like God’s Paradise. The hagiographic hero walks the road to the place of his earthly death in order to continue his eternal life in heaven. It is hardly necessary to stress that the connotation “Sofia – Covenant land” was particularly topical for religious circles in the city under the conditions of intense religious opposition since the beginning of the 16th century. The people in this milieu were the actual readers of this Life, and it is justified to assume the work was meant for personal reading or for being read, in parts, to listeners at a local church.

As concerns the concept of the Heavenly Jerusalem, I think that the analogies made insofar between the City’s descriptive model in the Vita of St. Nicholas of Sofia and other hagiographic works could not be accepted without reservations. Some scholars consider Matthew the Grammarian well acquainted with the description of Belgrade from the Life of despot Stephen Lazarević (1402–1427) by Constantine of Kosteneč, as well as with the Torture of John (Yoan) the New from Sučava by Gregory Tsamblak. However, the difference with the detailed description of Belgrade is not only in the rhetoric style and the concentration of Biblical topoi, but in the use of a disparate hierotopy model. The seeking for a “Jerusalem identity”, according to E. Erdeljan’s apt expression, was unfit to the historical situ-

28 Д. Богдановић, op. cit., p. 236.
29 А. Буяклиева, op. cit., p. 169, 174–175.
30 Ј. Ерделјан, op. cit., chapter dedicated to Belgrade: p. 169–189, especially p. 175. Original text in: К. Куев, Г. Петков, Събрани съчинения на Константин Костенечки. Изследвания и текст,
ation and the lack of ruler’s institutional marks. Matthew the Grammarian wrote about an Ottoman city that was his birthplace and a city of martyrdom, but he did not directly use the ruler paradigm related to power in order to convey a similarity. In this sense, I believe we should give him full credit for his original descriptive programme regarding the city, which combines three sources: the Bible, history and legend. The verbal description of Sofia in the Life by Matthew the Grammarian is one of the most recognizable creative elements in this work and his original contribution to hierotopy in the Balkans from the period of “Byzantium after Byzantium”.

The third concept is this of the specific status of Sofia’s citizens. The topic of the citizenship loaded down with double sense again. It combined two lexemes overcharged with special connotation in the all works from Sofia Literary School, namely жителство and граждансство, together with their derivates. For instance, the anonymous compiler of the common Eulogy for all Sofia martyrs, made repeatedly use of the word гражданинъ, and it should be taken in double meaning, in both concrete and metaphorical way. Citizens were the peoples from the procession who followed Nicholas the New and opposed to the Ishmaelite crowd; but граждани небесные were also the martyrs, crowned with their exploit.

The double structure of nomination put under doubt the hypothetic civil status of the compiler, as some scholars claimed, because it did not result from the simple use of the word гражданинъ. To be a citizen of a holy place in the Middle Ages, meant to be a cosmopolite in the Christian sense, for what the terrestrial confines were narrow borders before the infinite space of the God’s kingdom of Spirit. As early as in the beginning of his description of Sofia, Matthew the Grammarian gave a characteristic of his co-citizens: тақова и жители добродетељни живоуше. Stronger the following rhetoric expression was: жители једла смирили, да не непространи једли шили. In this way, the citizenship on the earth compared to the spiritual model of the holy God’s town; peoples and images of saints braced in a union, which the man of letters called “Orthodox synod”, that is to say the whole Christian community of laity and clergy (see in the St. George of Sofia’s Service православни събори в градъ преклонност тъхименител живоушив). Therefore, the idea of the City as a unifier of the Orthodox community and a creator of identity took its place in the hierotopic scheme.

The concrete geographic descriptions and the data about the natural resources of Sofia, the abundant starting information were just a starting point for
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shaping out of the sacralized image of the City as a spiritual space. Hence, in the Vita of St. Nicholas the epithets varied from denominations of basic qualities to stable trapharets composite, which had been inherited from the city’s descriptive tradition in the Byzantine and the Slavonic literature. Since this topic traced out separate and quite voluminous, I shall give only one comparison. In the copy of the Chronicle of Manasses from the priest Philip’s miscellany from 1344–1345, a gloss-encomium (panegyric speech of praise) took place to glorify Tărnovo as a new Constantinople. As the Chronicle of Constantine Manasses was one of the so-called “royal manuscripts”, this insertion deemed appropriate to the court rhetoric about the Ruler. The encomium carried out the typical expressive setting of pathetic epithets and other artistic devices: “And our new Constantinople flourishes and grows, straightening and rejuvenating. Let it growing until the end. You, king, who governs upon all peoples… etc.” Such literary uses imposed a model of the city that legitimizes the Ruler’s power through its throne residence. This could happen on Biblical example of the Upper, Celestial Jerusalem with God’s inhabitation, but another example was the first and the unique capital of the world Rome. This town engendered all capital traditions and gave birth to the concept of the Constantine the Great’s town, officially called by the Church “New Rome”. Praising Tărnovo as “New Constantinople”, that is to say a second Constantinople, was one of the features of the ruler’s ideology and broadly speaking state’s ideology of the Second Bulgarian Kingdom, a synthesis of Rome imperial and Biblical tradition. Tărnovo became a “new” frequent object of description in the literature and art of the 14th century as an element of the verbal incarnation of the ruler’s ideology, known by combination of verbal and iconic signs, text and image. It was not hazardous that Tărnovo fortifications were even illustrated in a 14th century Hungarian chronicle.

The city praising model changed in the 16th century hagiography in terms of ruler’s institution, but it preserved the connection with the tradition in terms
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37 Й. Бълдей, Непозната миниатюра за Търново в унгарската илюстрована хроника, Век 4, 1987, p. 33–38.
off fidelity to Orthodoxy. The predominant verbal expression glorified Sofia as велика, дивна, достохвална, народна, приснословена, пръвръден, пръвксак, свътлениш, славна, словоучень град. On linguistic level, they created an image of exclusiveness, uniqueness and highest level of possession of the given qualities at such point that the text said не съществува друго място такова тъменство нигде (to say that there was not likeness anywhere)\textsuperscript{38}. The very word тъменство ‘likeness, equality, similarity’ was unknown to the Old Bulgarian manuscripts and remained poorly documented in dictionaries. But the qualities were not merely external marks. They followed the same double fold descriptive programme to depict the holy status of the city. This continuous Orthodox sanctity of Sofia untouched for centuries and even under Ottoman domination guaranteed lack of oblivion not because of the passing material beauty, but above all, because the Faith was alive. As Matthew the Grammarian said: не усърдяван е към екзаната "(the Divine Grace never quit the city)\textsuperscript{39}. The hymnographic material from the Sofia literary school uses two-part adjectival modifiers for the city, verbs, and specific stylistic-rhetorical forms in the praises (encomiums) of Sofia, shaped through an anaphora of the imperative “Rejoice, city”, or the so-called heretisms. This was a favorite device of the Old Bulgarian writers and became a major rhetorical convention in a number of works. It is worthy to point out that the verbal formula of that kind made part of both hymnographic works and the anonymous Eulogy as an example of oratory prose. Being only one of many other similarities, this feature proved the unanimity in artistic principles and the reproduction of the Old Bulgarian examples the Sofia man of letters followed up. To illustrate the encomium as an artistic device, I shall quote a passage from the common Eulogy for all Sofia martyrs according to Ms. Slav. CHAI 1521:

Поспособили е градъ София пръвръденства въ истинѫ тъзможимости. Иако такове ло̀уи къ посѧ̀ньи ли не тѣ̀̀къ нѣ̀кози многодръ̀ващи. Илико ѝо пана̀дъ пла̀тъ со̀фиян, на свѧщнии ра̀̀збла ѝкъ и на̀двища сѧ̀̀къ въкѫ̀ше. Свѧщѫ мѧ̀сѧ̀мъ пръвръденства нашꙑ. Иако да вен въкѫ̀ше въ свѧщѫ въстроѧ въздутиѧ сѧ̀ща. Свѧ̀щѫ нѣ̀кози свѧ̀̀сѧтъ сѧ̀, прѫ̀̀йблѧ̀мъ въ сѧ̀̀къ ъ̀а. Свѧ̀̀къ нѧ̀зъ̀лѧ̀мъ къ въкѫ̀шеѧ̀ ра̀̀збла дѧ̀зѧ̀мѧ̀ стѧ̀̀къ ко̀сь̀тъ̀~

Поспособили е градъ многокра̀сь, и нѧ̀дѧ̀лѧ̀мѧ̀ нѧ̀а иѧ̀̀кѧ̀. многѹ нѧ̀ни хѧ̀̀дѧ̀лѧ̀миѧ̀тъ стрѧ̀̀гъ, ъ̀а и тѧ̀̀къ прѫ̀̀йвлѧ̀ми сѧ̀ нѧ̀къ лѧ̀̀нк кърѫ̀ву~

Поспособили е градъ дѧ̀зѧ̀мѧ̀, иако и тѧ̀̀къ мѧ̀нкъ въкѫ̀шеѧ̀ ма̀нкъ ра̀̀збла. къ и странѫ̀й и прѫ̀̀йбоѧ̀ мѧ̀нкъ ра̀̀збла. акъ и въкѫ̀шеѧ̀ и въкѫ̀шеѧ̀ въкѫ̀шеѧ̀ свѧ̀̀сѧ̀ма. Свѧ̀̀сѧ̀мѧ̀мъ и поѧ̀̀бѧ̀ сѧ̀̀къ дѧ̀зѧ̀мѧ̀ нѧ̀къ лѧ̀̀нк тѧ̀ прѫ̀̀йвсла. Въ истинѫ сѧ̀ шѧ̀̀пѧ̀тъ поѧ̀̀бѧ̀ градъ иѧ̀̀кѧ̀ нѧ̀къѧ̀. иѧ̀̀кѧ̀ мѧ̀нкъ стрѧ̀̀гъ сѧ̀̀къ въкѫ̀шеѧ̀ и сѧ̀̀къ дѧ̀зѧ̀мѧ̀ нѧ̀къ лѧ̀̀нк. іако тѧ̀̀кѧ̀мъ стрѧ̀̀гъ мѧ̀нкъ иѧ̀̀кѧ̀ въкѫ̀шеѧ̀ иѧ̀̀кѧ̀ мѧ̀нкъ дѧ̀зѧ̀мѧ̀ нѧ̀къ лѧ̀̀нк тѧ̀ прѫ̀̀йвсла.
Another linguistic picture of the city is supplied by a new type of original source for the period under study: the western Bulgarian beadrolls of the 16th–17th centuries. In them, the triple onymy is dropped and only the name Sofia is used. In our study, a special attention is paid to: Boyana bedroll from the 16th–17th centuries; the bedroll part of 26 folia in the so called miscellany from Kokalyane monastery from the first half of the 17th century (№ 368 in the repository of CHAI in Sofia), which has not been published insofar. While the old synodics and diplomas contain the names of rulers, kitors, and ecclesiastics, starting from the 16th century, beadrolls listing the names of lay persons came into use; through them, ordinary Christians expressed their religious identity and their practices related to religious rituals. The structure of beadrolls indicates the connection of beadroll listings to concrete geographical territorial locations. For instance, in the Boyana beadroll the name Sofia holds a place of honor among the names of tsars and patriarchs; its central importance is confirmed by the fact that 39 villages from the Sofia region are mentioned, as well as several neighborhoods of the city itself. The fact that Sofia was an important point on the route of pilgrimage from the Serbian lands to Thessalonica and Mount Athos, contributed to the city’s being mentioned in many entries from the period under study. It is understandable that in such not strictly religious books, it would be designated by its most recent name. The compiler of the oldest part of Boyana bedroll, released by the first writing hand, was identified with the Serbian scribe Job of Temešvar, who called himself странїи пришльць, and shared that he stopped relaxing from the exhaustive journey блиꙁь града того Софїа. The evident trend in the earliest separate beadroll is confirmed from Kokalyane beadroll, where Sofia is not only designated by that single name but the mention of the city becomes a reference for its lively economic activity, as the text lists the names of craftsmen from important Sofia neighborhoods in which the respective craftsmen’s guilds were situated. (Іѡвань Доганъ, Тодоръ Вꙋкомановъ, Никола Ковачь, Велѫо Ткачь, Митаръ Терꙁиꙗ, Никола Текиꙗ, Стоиѫо Бостанъ, Лыꙁаръ Бибꙗиꙗ). In the 16th century,
there were namely the craftsmen from Sofia who by their gifts contributed the Kokalyane monastery “St. Archangel Michael” to be restored.

Thus, as early as the second half of the 16th century, in addition to the already familiar basic descriptive topoi (geographical location, historical heritage, Orthodox holiness), the linguistic picture was enriched by the representation of the actual urban environment, which was a centre of crafts and commerce, and of multi-ethnic and multi-confessional diasporas. Even the names of persons in the beadroll now linked the population of the city to places of residence in full, organic unity. This confirms the information, known from a number of other sources, that, at the beginning of the 16th century Sofia had completely consolidated its status as the administrative capital of the Rumelia beylerbey and a uniting centre of the surrounding settlements; that it was famed for its economic prosperity and the extraction of ore; that it was a cultural centre comprising various ethnic communities (Bulgarians, Turks, Serbs, Wallachians, Saxons, people from Dubrovnik, and Jews – in fact, it was one of the three largest cities in the Bulgarian lands to have a Jewish population, together with Nikopol and Vidin).

Returning to Matthew the Grammarian, we believe it was not accidental that he praised the virtues of the residents of the “most glorious city of Sredets” and their piety in diligent service to God and the Orthodox faith. In Matthew’s description, economic data are only an accompanying element in the hagiographic model of holiness, and the emphasis is placed on the model itself. In the beadrolls, on the contrary, it is the Christian lay population of Sofia and the vicinity that reproduces the Orthodox religious paradigm and leaves testimonies of its ethnic affiliation through lexical facts regarding its everyday life, livelihoods, religious ritual practices and anthroponymic system.

The notes of scribes and the various marginal material on the leaves of manuscripts from Sofia region bear witness to the use of the same triple nomination, which allows to clear up that the actual civil name Sofia did not contradict to the older names Sredets, or Sardikia, but their use depended on the level of canonicity of the note, the written purposes and the literacy of the person living the note. The Gospel from Dragalevtsi monastery belongs to the earliest data with priest Nicholas’s note from 1469: тога дръжше прѣстоль светителства великꙑе Сардакиꙗ митрополита кирꙗ Сильвестрꙋ, from where came that in this way the metropolis was named (so, we have a connotation upon the high status of the described realia). In 1578, priest Peter from the village of Proleša, made a copy of Gospel in the region of Sardikia type of connotation from a cleric to the Church diocese). One short inscription from 1658 in a Mineia from the Bulgarian National Library “St. St. Cyril and Methodius” is a real find in terms of description, because it made an expressive metaphors, comparing Sofia with a ship floating in the sea
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of white tents, when the Vizir passed by and “there was a great calamity”\textsuperscript{45}. The examples are all too many. I must conclude with an invaluable testimony to the role of historical memory in the creation of the “searched for image”. In 1900 E. Sprostranov noted that an elderly citizen of Sofia had personally told him the legend according to which, before the Turks, there were only three villages – Yana, Boyana, and Poduyane – and that everything else was covered by a lake. This land was called Zerdekia < Sardikia\textsuperscript{46}.

In conclusion, it may be said that the material, presented above, which is only part of that provided by Slavic manuscripts, is a reliable source for the study not only of the literature of Sofia and its region but of the city’s history as well. The written word created an image. In 16\textsuperscript{th} century Sofia, the last great achievements of original Bulgarian hagiographic and hymnographic literature appeared, and then declined; an independent literary school was created, and the whole copyist production in the region gravitated around that school – having these facts in mind, we should look upon every surviving text as a verbal semiotic system that carries messages from the past.
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Abstract. The paper follows out the way of denomination and description of Sofia town in manuscripts from different genre during the period of the 15th–17th centuries, namely: the original hagiographic and hymnographic works of the men of letters from the 16th century Sofia literary school; the bedrolls; some marginal notes. This type of sources is rich enough not only for shaping the image of the town according to the linguistic evidences it was depicted with, but for making some general conclusions about its place in the so called “linguistic world view” as a semiotic model for approaching the lifestyle, the spiritual culture and the Bulgarian ethnic consciousness during the Ottoman domination. The chosen frame of time is not hazardous. It was a transitory period for both naming process and the creation of a new cultural situation, when the ideological and political dominant of the medieval town (the capital in particular) as an incarnation of the ruler’s institution has been already changed. Moreover, with the fall of Constantinople in 1453 the very Byzantine prototype of the town-mother and the spiritual center of the Orthodox world were destroyed. It is a matter of scholarly interest to give an idea on how another, different (new) model of the town was created in the Bulgarian cultural space to replace the past glorious vision, and how it reproduced the tradition. Briefly, how does the text create an image? It is a way to introduce the notion of hierotopy and its language in the original Bulgarian works of the given period.
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